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Abstract. This paper adopts the Heckman two-step model to analyze the
impact of copyright strategy on sales performance of digital product, using the
panel data comes from online virtual goods transaction website Xstreet.com.
The results show that (1) significant relationship exists between sales perfor-
mance and copyright strategy of digital product, but the influence of each
copyright strategy on sales performance are different; (2) A seller’s copyright
structure within same product line can also affect sales performance of a digital
product, thus in order to optimize the copyright combinations, a seller should
fully consider the copyright strategy within the whole product line.
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1 Introduction

Rapid advances in Web2.0 and digital technologies now enable end-users to create and
share digital contents through Internet. A large amount of user generated content
(UGC) are created on social networks such as wikis, blogs, Twitter feeds, as well as in
virtual worlds such as Second Life [1]. The proliferation of UGC greatly enhances the
production and consumption of digital content, and thus offers a great business chance
for content providers. Meanwhile, concerns were raised about digital rights violations.
To protect their benefit, Many right-holders adopt technological methods, i.e. DRM
(Digital right management system), to deterring rights piracy. However, copyright
control technologies make them confronted with a digital dilemma [2]. On the one
hand, the copyright protection technologies allow rights-holders well control the per-
missions granted to end-users (i.e. View, Copy, edit, move, etc.). On the other hand, it
may in turn decrease demand due to the possible restriction on user rights. Prior
researchers have done a lot of works on copyright protection strategy (either techno-
logical or administrative) to compete with piracy [3–6] and impact of the piracy on
digital product sales performance [7–10]. Some find that both the legal demand and the
willingness to pay for digital content will increase without DRM due to the increased
consumer utility [6]. Therefore, in order to maximize profits, the rights-holders must
find the optimal copyright strategies to keep balance between copyright protection and
the legal use of end-users [5]. This study investigates the relationship between digital
rights strategy and digital products’ sales. Our main objectives is to (1) examine how
copyright strategies affect sales performance of digital contents; (2) examine how the
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rights-holders set copyright strategies optimize copyright strategies under multi-product
sales and different market structure.

We base our research on the online virtual goods transaction website www.Xstreet.
com. Xstreet is the official transaction marketplace of Second Life. More than two
million items and 22 categories of user-created virtual goods are for sale on XStreet SL.
These virtual goods have many similarities to digital products. Firstly, they are digital
and can be sale and distributed though Internet. Secondly, creators of virtual goods in
Second Life own entire copyright of the product. To maximize benefits, sellers in
Xstreet adopt different copyright strategies for virtual goods [11]. The three basic right
permission (i.e. copy, modify, and transfer) are very similar to the three main rights of
digital content illustrated in DRM system (i.e. render, transport, and derivative right)
[12]. Thirdly, Different copyright strategy can affect user’s perceived utility and thus
have impact on demand [11, 13]. These similarities provide the probability of applying
our findings based on virtual goods to general digital products. Furthermore, Xstreet
has tens of thousands of active buyers and sellers. According to Second Life statistics,
the daily transactions for virtual goods are 1.2 million in 2013.1 So it provides us a
favorable research platform to study the relationship between the copyright strategy and
digital content sales performance.

Our findings suggest that (1) Sales performance of digital content significantly
correlates to its copyright permission. Relative to no right permission strategy, the only
modify strategy and the only transfer strategy will decrease the product’s probability of
entering into top 1000 sales ranking list, while other four strategies can increase the
probability. (2) Other things being equal, digital contents with completely open
copyright (e.g. Copy &modify& transfer) will cannibalize the market share of seller’s
other products in same category or with same function. The right-holders shall optimize
his copyright strategies by taking into consideration the permission setting of other
similar goods in his own product line or even the whole market.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section reviews the related
literatures. Section 3 presents research date and some theoretical assumptions. Sec-
tion 4 presents the estimation results and research findings. Section 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Literatures

Our paper is directly related to four streams of literature, including the literatures about
(1) virtual goods consumption; (2) Digital Rights Management (DRM); (3) information
goods pricing and versioning; (4) open source product.

2.1 Virtual Goods Consumption

Various studies focus on consumer’s virtual item purchasing behavior in virtual world
[14–18]. Guo et al. (2009) provides us the empirical evidence that factors such as social

1 http://community.secondlife.com/t5/Featured-News/bg-p/blog_feature_news
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influence, trust, perceived profit-making opportunities are most concerned by pur-
chasers [16]. Therefore, except the function of virtual item, players also compare prices
and seller’s credit ratings before purchasing. Guo et al (2011) further find that the
higher degree of customization will significantly increase the consumer’s purchase
intention [17]. Yee (2005) also find consumers can get satisfaction with customizing
their avatar appearance and using unique accessories [18].

These literatures about consuming behavior in virtual world constitute solid theo-
retical basis for our study. In SecondLife, Modify permission can increase the cus-
tomization degree by enabling purchasers to change the original design. Transfer
permission can increase buyers’ profit-making opportunity in the future. Thus, different
right permissions can definitely affect user’s purchasing behavior. However, prior lit-
eratures do not identify the right permission of virtual items as an important factor
influencing sales performance. Basulin et al. (2009) recognize the problem and conduct
an empirical study to examine the relationship between price and permission of virtual
items in Second Life. the results show the positive effect of “copy” permission on
virtual goods pricing strategy [11].

Our paper is closest to the research of [11] but differs from it in four aspects. First,
we consider right permission in our model as a copyright strategy, not as one of the
product attributes. Second, we aim to test the relationship between copyright strategies
and sales performance (not price) of virtual product. Third, we also examine how
sellers optimize copyright strategies under multi-product sales condition and different
market structure. Fourth, we view virtual goods as one special form of digital content
and thus extend our conclusions to digital product area.

2.2 Digital Rights Management (DRM)

DRM, which is defined as technologies, tools and processes to protect intellectual
property during digital content business, can help right holders well control the use and
distribution of the digital content and effectively prevent piracy [4]. Rosenblatt et al.
describe the three main rights granted to users in DRM: render (including view, print
and play), transport (including copy, move and loan) and derivative rights (including
extract, edit and loan) [12]. The rights description in [4] and [12] are similar to the main
three types of rights (i.e. COPY, MODIFY, and TRANSFER) in our setting. [19] and
[20] find evidence about the role of DRM in enhancing producer’s control ability in
movie industry. However, Sinha et al. [6] empirically demonstrate that the revenue of
music producers will increase as they supply DRM-free rather than DRM music in the
market. DRM-free environment can increase the demand and consumers’ willingness
to pay for legal product [6]. Foroughi (2002) consider that, in order to maximize the
profits, the rights-holders must seek to find the optimal copyright strategies to keep a
delicate balance between copyright protection and the legal accessibility of end-users
[5]. Our paper is different from [5] and [6] in that it presents a more specific model
involved eight different copyright permissions and investigate how these permissions
affect sales performance. Thus, our work contributes this literature by quantifying the
influence of different copyright strategy on sale.
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2.3 Information Goods Versioning

From copyright perspective, virtual goods share some similar features with information
goods. Free-trial software is analogous to virtual goods with copy and transfer per-
missions. Customized information goods are similar to the modified virtual item. While
online sharing music and open source software are in common with transferable virtual
product. The versioning of information goods has attracted considerable interest in the
literature. Shapiro proposes that content provider can execute price discrimination by
supplying different version in the market to satisfy consumer demand of different level.
By this way they can gain more consumer surplus [21]. Chen et al.(2007) and Bhargava
et al.(2008) indicate versioning is optimal for the seller when there is multiple outside
option for customers and high-end customers would not be attractive by lower-quality
version [22, 23]. In our paper, we consider copyright permission as a method of
versioning. Virtual goods seller can set different copyright permission for similar
products to meet different needs and thus attract more potential consumers. Meanwhile,
our results suggest some permission strategy may not necessarily increase sales. Rather,
it could lead to cannibalization effect in same category. This paper adds to the existing
literatures a delicate analysis of cannibalization effect occurring in similar products
with different copyright permissions.

2.4 Open Source Software (OSS) and License

OSS is software that is subject to a particular type of license. The OSS licenses ranges
from very permissive to more restrictive [24]. Conversely, Proprietary software nor-
mally restricts user’s rights to copy, redistribute, or modify. Sen et al. (2011) suggest
that more restrictive license will decrease user’s perceived value from two aspects:
(1) limit the commercial use in the future; (2) lack of compatibility with other software
with less restrictive license. Thus, the less restrictive (more permissive) the license is,
the more the user OSS can attract [25]. Subramaniam et al. (2009) find that if great
efforts are needed to improve OSS, the following developer would prefer less
restrictive license [26]. The situation is similar for digital product, especially in an age
of UGC. UGC is usually created based on the existing digital products. For the creative
work requiring more professional technology, users want more permission to copy,
share or resell the product so that they can gain revenue. In virtual world Second Life,
modifying a virtual good such as Script products is difficult for common users, so
only-modify permission cannot positively affect user interest and sales performance.
By contrast, full permission will attract more users and developers due to the possibility
to sell the improved products in the future.

3 Hypothesis and Research Model

In this section, we outline the main hypothesis addressed in this paper and discuss the
theoretical rationale underlying each hypothesis.

Different copyright permission would affect user’s expected utilities and purchasing
decision. From this perspective, Second Life provides us a rich date pool to study the
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relationship between the copyright strategy and digital product sales performance.
Different from other virtual world, Second Life users are an important part of the largest
user-generated 3D virtual goods economy in the world. They create, merchandise, and
sell virtual goods for Linden dollars, which is exchangeable for real currencies such as
U.S. dollars. Furthermore, Creators of virtual goods in Second Life own entire copy-
right of their creations and can set different copyright permissions to protect their
intellectual property and limit the usage rights of next owner. Though combination of
the three basic permissions, there are eight permission strategies seller can set:
Copy-only, Modify-only, Transfer-only, Copy & Modify, Copy & Transfer, Modify &
Transfer, Copy & Modify & Transfer (full-permission), and No-permission. If a con-
sumer gets a product with Copy & Modify permission, he can revise the original design
of the product according his own preference (modify permission) and make a lot of
copies of this product (copy permission). However, resell and redistribute the original
product and the duplicates are not allowed without Transfer permission.

3.1 The Impact of Copyright Permission on Sales Performance

Basulin (2009) points out consumers in virtual world may tend to use many same
products at the same time [11]. For example, consumers may need more than one of
same virtual chairs to decorate his virtual kitchen. Copy permission ensure consumer
legally own and use the copies of the virtual product without any additional cost, thus
can increase the utility of consumer and encourage the purchasing behavior. The
existing literature revealed that, customized products and service become the important
competitive advantage of online commerce [27, 28]. Compared with traditional
products, customized goods can meet consumer’s special preference and increase
purchasing willingness. Modify permission enable purchasers to change the product’s
original design, thus can satisfy the different demand of individual customer. Therefore,
we consider copy permission and modify permission have positive impact on sales.

Berry et al (2002) consider convenience as a method to measure the level of time
and effort saving in buying and using the product [29]. The more convenient the
purchasing process is, the stronger the consumer’s willingness to purchase due to the
decreased transaction cost. Thus, convenience is positive correlated with purchase
willingness. Transfer permission grants consumer the legal right to resell and redis-
tribute the virtual product to others in the future, which can reduce the decision
complexity. If the product is not satisfactory, purchaser can resell it to minimize his
lost. Additionally, Transfer permission can increase buyers’ profit-making opportunity
in the future. Thus, we consider transfer permission have positive impact on sales.

Based on the above analysis, we hypothesize as follows:
Hypothesis 1.1(H1.1): COPY, MODIFY, TRANSFER permission all have positive

impact on sales performance.
If the three permissions all have positive impact on sales performance, we can

further assume that product with more-than-one permissions would be more popular
than which with single permissions. We further state the hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 1.2(H1.2): Any combination of the three permissions has a larger
impact on sales performance than single permission.
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3.2 The Cannibalization Effect of the Copyright Permission on Sales
Performance of Products Within the Same Product Line

In general, multiple product manufactures tend to provide a wide range of products
under same product line so that consumers have more choice to meet their individual
preference and budget constraint. For instance, Hyundai produces advanced limousines
XG for wealthy customers, Accent for consumers of small cars, and Santa Fe for
consumers favor multi-purpose vehicle. A lot of researches have shown that product
variety strategy can effectively promote sales and expand market share [30–32]. Similar
to conventional product producer, many digital companies like Borland sold different
versions of their programs—one was low priced and could not be copied and the other
was high priced and could [21]. Shapiro and Varian (1998) suggest that digital
information goods can be differentiated though granting different rights for user to
store, duplicate, print or otherwise manipulates the digital product [21]. Thus, copyright
permissions can be used as important method of distinguishing digital products.
However, product variety also leads to the cannibalization effect within same product
line. If digital product producer provide different versions so as to induce consumers to
self-select, the cannibalization may occur within same product line. Considering the
dual role copyright permission paly, it is important for profit-maximizing right-holders
to decide whether they should set same copyright permission within product line or not.
We state our hypothesis as following:

Hypothesis 2 (H2): The cannibalization effect exists between products within same
product line when different copyright permissions assigned to them.

4 Data and Econometric Specifications

4.1 Data and Variables

The panel data used in this paper comes from online virtual goods transaction website
www.Xstreet.com. We focus on products in 5 categories: Animations, Arts, Audio and
Video, Business, Scripts. During the study period starting from January 2011 to May
2011, we collect the detailed information of all products in focused categories,
including item ID, item name, seller name, price, right permission, the highest history
rank, current rank, number of reviews, number of discussions, and number of votes,
score and item category. Thus the final panel data have 20-weeks.

4.1.1 Dependent Variable
Given Linden Lab did not officially publish transaction date such as cumulative
transaction volume, we use sales rank as a proxy for the number of products sold in
XStreet market. XStreet.com lists the Top 1000 best-selling products, with 1 corre-
sponding to the highest selling product. Literatures related to economics and marketing
revealed that sales and sales rank follows a Pareto distribution [33, 34]. The higher the
rank is, the more the sales, and vice versa. Thus we use RANK and RANK_YN as an
indicator of digit product sales performance in second life. RANK_YN is a 0-1 variable
to denote that whether the products enter into the TOP 1000 ranks (equal to 1) or not
(equal to 0). RANK is the actual ranking of the product on the TOP list.
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4.1.2 Independent Variables
In Second Life, The combination of three basic permissions (Copy, Modify, and
Transfer) forms eight copyright permission strategies. We create a set of copyright
dummy variables to represent seller’s copyright setting: CRC, CRM, CRT, CRCM,
CRMT, CRCT, CRCMT, and CRN. CRC, CRM, CRT represent Copy, Modify,
Transfer permission only respectively. CRCM represent Copy & Modify permission,
CRMT represent Modify & Transfer permission, CRCT represent Copy & Transfer
permission, CRCMT represent full permission, CRN represent No permission.

4.1.3 Control Variables
In our study, we control for other factors that could affect sales performance but are not
explored in this research: price, score, category, market competition factors, and total
number of products sold by seller.

Prior research shows that online scoring system play a very important role in
establishing consumer trust and thus is a crucial factor affecting seller’s success [35].
We incorporate seller’s score into our model, denoted by SCORES. In order to control
the impact of business scale on sales performance, we incorporate the total number of
product of a seller into our model, represented by TOL. Two variables (WEEK,
WEEKS) are introduced to control the change of market factors, such as the total
number of products for sale in XStreet, the total weekly transaction volume, WEEK
reflect the linear impact of linear factors, and equal to 0*19. WEEKS reflect nonlinear
impact of unobserved factors, and equals to 02*192. Finally, we create four dummy
variables (ANI, ARTS, AUVI, BUZ) that control the impact of category on sales
performance. The ANI=1 when the product is in animation category, otherwise ANI=0.
Similarly, ARTS=1, AUVI=1, BUZ=1 when the virtual product is in arts, Audio and
Video, Business category respectively. Script is benchmark group.

The summary statistics of all variables discussed above is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary Statistics (N=1,360,483)
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Copyright Strategy Impact on Sales
In order to eliminate selection bias, we adopt the following Heckman two-step model to
examine the impact of copyright strategy on sales performance of digital products. In
step 1, we estimate the relationship between the copyright strategy and the probability
of a product entering the TOP 1000 rank. In step 2, we incorporate the inverse Mills
ratio (calculated from step 1) into the equation and further analyze the impact of
copyright strategy on product’s sales performance (RANK). In order to reduce the
disturbance of numeric volatility, we take the log form of RANK_YN, RANK and
TOL. Due to many sellers provide freebie goods (price=0), PRICE is transferred to In
(price+1). The coefficient estimates (β1-β7) for CRC, CRM, CRT, CRCM, CRMT,
CRCT, CRCMT are of our interest. CRN is benchmark variable. Table 2 reports the
main results of the econometric estimation.

probit RANKYNitð Þ ¼ b0 þ b1CRCit þ b2CRMit þ b3CRTit þ b4CRCMit þ b5CRMTitþ
b6CRCTit þ b7CRCMTit þ b8ANIi þ b9ARTSi þ b10AUVIi þ b11BUZi þ b12 logðPRICEitþ
1Þ þ b13SCORESit þ b14 log TOLitð Þ þ b15WEEKt þ b16WEEKSt þ e1it

(step 1)

log RANKitð Þ ¼ b0 þ b1CRCit þ b2CRMit þ b3CRTit þ b4CRCMit þ b5CRMTitþ
b6CRCTit þ b7CRCMTit þ b8ANIi þ b9ARTSi þ b10AUVIi þ b11BUZi þ b12 logðPRICEitþ
1Þ þ b13SCORESit þ b14 log TOLitð Þ þ b15WEEKt þ b16WEEKSt þ b17kit þ e2it

Table 2. Estimats for Heckman two-step model (N=1,360,483)
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(step 2)
Note that the coefficient of CRC, CRM, and CRT in RANK_YN model is all

negative, though the coefficient of CRC is not significant. That means that products
with single permission have lower probability of entering TOP 1000 rankings than
those with no permissions. Thus, hypothesis H1.1 is not approved. Instead, the coef-
ficient for CRCM, CRCT, and CRCMT in RANK_YN model is significant and
positive. The coefficient of CRMT is positive but not significant. The results indicate
that the probability of entering TOP 1000 rankings is higher for goods with multiple
permissions than those with single and no permissions. Thus, hypothesis H1.2 is
approved.

In general, the estimates for RANK_YN indicate that the multiple permission
strategy is superior to single permission strategy. Among all copyright strategies, the
copy&modify work best. However, we should also note that all coefficient of our
interest are not significant in RANK model (step 2). This indicates that the promotion
effect of copyright strategy only exists before the products entering the TOP ranks.
Thus at the early stage of promotion, the seller should optimize the copyright strategy
to gain market share rapidly. Once the product list in Top 1000 ranking, right per-
mission is not a primary factor for consumer’s purchasing decision.

4.2.2 Cannibalization Effect
Generally, product variety strategies can be effective in expanding market share [30–
32]. However, Prior research has generated substantial evidence that extensive differ-
entiation can lead to significant cannibalization within the firm’s product line [36, 37].
On SL virtual product market, a lot of products with similar function are sold with
different copyright permission. In a particular category, if a seller grants his products
with varies permission, the cannibalization may exist between these products. In this
part we will further analyze how the seller’s copyright distribution in his product line
affects sales performance.

Consider a seller have many products on sale with varies permissions. We construct
a set of variables CRk/CRj (k,j=1,2….7, and k≠j) to identify sellers copyright distri-
bution (i=1 for copy, 2 for modify, 3 for transfer, 4 for copy&modify, 5 for mod-
ify&transfer, 6 for copy&transfer, 7 for copy&modify&transfer). If a product is granted
CRM permission, then j=4. CRj represents the number of products with CRM strategy
the seller provides. CRk represents the number of products with other 6 permissions
respectively. Thus we totally get 42 variables. For each j≠4, we set CRk/CRj=0.We use
these variables to measure the impact of other products’ permission strategy on a
products’ probability of entering the TOP 1000 list (Table 3).

We use the following Probit model to test our hypothesis H2.

probit RANKYNitð Þ¼b0þb1CRCitþb2CRMitþb3CRTitþb4CRCMitþb5CRMTit

þb6CRCTitþb7CRCMTitþb8ANIiþb9ARTSiþb10AUVIiþb11BUZi

þ b12 logðPRICEit þ 1Þ þ b13SCORESit þ b14 logðTOLitÞ þ b15WEEKt

þb16WEEKStþcCRkit
�
CRjitþe1it

Note that, γ=[γ_1, γ_2,…, γ_42].
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The estimation results show that only some coefficients are statistically significant.
Therefore we adopt the non-parameters symbols test to focus on the signs of the
estimated regression coefficients.The results are reported in Table 7. The signs in line 3
and line 7 are all negative, indicating that a produts‘ sales would be cannibalizated by
produts with CRT and CRCMT permissions.

5 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study

This paper is one of the first steps in examining the impact of copyright permission
strategy on digital products transaction in a virtual market. Applying Heckman models,
we are able to find that virtual goods’ copyright permission settings on Second Life are
not random rules, but strategic in this user-generated virtual word. Price strategy and
copyright permission of virtual goods in Second Life is a leverage of selling virtual.
Some results of our initial data analysis are consistent with prior research work.

This paper has its limitations. As for the great volume data, it takes a quite long
time to download the whole dataset and the Linden Lab strategically makes a fast and
complete download impossible. So we cannot get the whole dataset from XStreet;
meanwhile, sellers do adjust their item settings along the time, but we cannot capture
how, when and what they change, which lower our dataset’s accuracy. We also can see
from our data collection that a great amount of items in XStreet have never been paid
attention or even been purchased, i.e. items without Votes records. There are quite a
few missing values for a certain number of items. We do not have virtual goods
transaction volume data; even though we use XStreet sales rank as proxy of buyers’
demand, the result still contains bias. In addition, definition of “similar-item” is not
accurate. Given the varieties of subcategories, we think items within same category can
be totally different, which will result in biased and inconsistent parameter estimations.

In this paper, we discuss the impact of copyright strategies on virtual goods
transaction in Second Life Marketplace. These virtual goods bear certain similarities
with other information goods, i.e. e-book, software and online music. Prior research on
copyrights of information goods focus on a market structure with few vendors and
mass consumers, while our study focus on an online market with many creators and
sellers. Some of our conclusions can be extended to other digital goods. We hope this
paper will shed light on users of virtual world and attract practitioners and researchers

Table 3. Impact of copyright distribution on sales performance
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to explore the general or universal optimal permission strategy that can be taken by all
digital goods.
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